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City Surveillance in Sante Fe
About Santa Fe
Santa Fe is the capital of the Santa Fe province, the second
largest province in Argentina. With half a million inhabitants,
it’s also the ninth largest city in Argentina. The city is the
commercial and transportation center for the region’s
agricultural trade and is home to two universities and
several museums.

The Challenge
In order to improve security and transit operations,
municipal authorities, with the support of the commercial
bureau, private companies, banks and neighborhood
associations, developed a plan to deploy CCTV system which
would initially monitor a nine block section of the city along
the main street.

The Vigilant Solution
The Municipal Authorities enlisted the help of LATIS International, an Israeli security integrator, to assist in the planning and deployment
of the system. The solution consisted of 10 high-speed PTZ dome cameras and 29 fixed cameras with IR capabilities. The cameras were
positioned on poles at each intersection of the main street. Video is streamed to the central control center over a single-mode fiber
optic infrastructure.

All control center operations are monitored and managed through Vigilant’s Video Surveillance Suite which includes Netstream IP
encoders, NetView Control Center, NetView Command, ViewStation and Remote Gateway. The system stores two weeks of recorded
images in 4CIF full resolution. This technology will allow cost-effective, modular growth by updating the components according to the
needs dynamically.
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Two security operators are proactively monitoring the system twenty four hours a day. The monitoring technology is connected directly
to the police 911 service to enhance security in the downtown area of the provincial capital. There is one policemen on duty in the
control room who can dispatch the police force whenever a security incident or suspicious event is detected. The system is also used
to verify compliance with traffic laws and images captured by the system will serve as proof of violation.

Benefits
“With this system Santa Fe has been able to maximize municipal and police resources on the street as well
as improve transit control. The next steps of the project will cover all the entries to the city, other areas with
transit, commercial activities or security problems,” stated Alberto Jeison, CEO LATIS International Ltd. “

About Vigilant
Vigilant Technology, a BATM Company, is a global leading provider of intelligent IP surveillance and security solutions. The company
offers a turn key solution including video servers, DVR/NVRs, intelligent real-time video content analysis and sophisticated, proactive
control center solutions. Vigilant has a worldwide customer base and is globally supporting tens of thousands of cameras in airports,
governmental sites, financial institutions, correctional facilities, casinos, city centers, and more.
Visit www.VGLNT.com for more information.
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